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来も判然としない． (U+2E2E6) と (U+2E8BF) につ
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【】U+2EB91【】U+2EBA0【】U+2EBA6【】U+2EBB0【】U+2EBB1【】U+2EBB2【】U+2EBB3【】U+2EBB4
【】U+2EBB5【】U+2EBBA【】U+2EBBC【】U+2EBBD【】U+2EBDC【】U+2EBDD【】U+2EBDE【】U+2EBDF




















































































































←𩡘 (U+29858) ←馥 (U+99A5)
【】U+2D430






















← (住基 B022) ←寓 (U+5BD3)
【】U+2D4F3
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←柹 (U+67F9) →柿 (U+67FF)
【】U+2DA92 ←樅 (U+6A05)
【】U+2DA9A
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←𫟈 (U+2B7C8) ←美 (U+7F8E)
【】U+2E3C1
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